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QUESTION 1

A WebLogic entity has been selected for analysis using Oracle IT Analytics. Identify one method to confirm that data for
the WebLogic entity is being successfully uploaded to the Oracle Management Cloud. 

A. Check the agent collector logs to verify that the data for the WebLogic entity is getting harvested. 

B. Check the gateway logs to verify that the data for the WebLogic entity is being sent to OMC. 

C. Use the Oracle IT Analytics Administration page to find out which WebLogic entities are receiving datA. 

D. Check for the entity in the App Server Resource Analytics or App Server Performance Analytics dashboards. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three are functional areas of Oracle Configuration and Compliance? (Choose three.) 

A. Execution and scoring of custom scripts or processes 

B. Results consumption and scoring of automated industry-standard benchmarks 

C. Proactive monitoring of issues, troubleshooting and resolving them before they impact end user 

D. Rapid detection, investigation and remediation of the broadcast range of security threats 

E. Execution of REST based cloud rules against cloud provider endpoints 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/management-cloud/comcs/getting-startedconfigurationand-
compliance.html#GUID-9EFDEA9D-111B-474D-B4C4-7007F6822E59 

 

QUESTION 3

When Oracle Management Cloud is integrated with on-premises Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control, which two
options would you use to ensure that an Oracle Management Cloud agent has the proper file access to function?
(Choose two.) 

A. Use setfacl to give the Oracle Enterprise Manager Agent user read permission on the Cloud agent base directory. 

B. Use chown to change ownership of all Oracle Enterprise Manager Agent files to match the owner of the Cloud agent. 

C. Use setfacl to give the Cloud Agent user read permission on the Oracle Enterprise Manager agent base directory. 

D. Install Cloud agent as the same user as the Oracle Enterprise Manager agent. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/management-cloud/emaig/installing-and-
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managingoraclemanagement-cloud-agents.pdf (p.13) 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to use machine learning to focus on threats against a specific database and its query execution activity, and
the number and order of SQL executions performed by apps. Which two statements are true for using this model?
(Choose two.) 

A. Security model must be based on Authentication or Data Access. 

B. Audit logs must be collected by Oracle Log Analytics. 

C. Auditing must be enabled for the database to be used. 

D. Database must be backed up before being added to the SQL Analysis Model. 

E. Learning period can be selected only as days from time unit. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/management-cloud/omsma/using-oraclesecuritymonitoring-and-
analytics.pdf (p. 35) 

 

QUESTION 5

What are two options to obtain an Oracle Management Cloud registration key? (Choose two.) 

A. Registration keys are generated and emailed by Oracle Licensing after service subscription. 

B. Within Oracle Management Cloud display, choose Agents, select Registration Keys and create new key. 

C. Within Oracle Management Cloud display, choose Agents, select Registration Keys, and select a key to download to
your local drive. 

D. From Oracle Cloud MyServices console, choose Agents and select "display all registration keys" to view key values 

E. When you download the Oracle Management Cloud software a key is emailed to you. 

F. Connect to the Oracle Cloud Service using SSH and issue the command cat omcregkey.txt. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/management-cloud/emcad/creating-registrationkey.html 

 

QUESTION 6

Which four capabilities does Oracle Configuration and Compliance cover? (Choose four.) 

A. Uniform posture and state across on-premise and cloud deployments. 

B. Authoring a workflow submission in JSON. 
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C. Automated remediation of compliance violations and drift. 

D. Machine Learning driven configuration drift detection. 

E. Out of the box industry-standard benchmarks and best practice standards. 

Correct Answer: ABCE 

 

QUESTION 7

You find that a customer has logs outside of the default destination defined by the built-in log source definition. How
should they edit a built-in log source? 

A. Highlight the built-in log source and use Create Like to edit. 

B. A user cannot edit built-in log sources. 

C. Delete the built-in log source and deploy a new agent. 

D. Use the Edit option under configuration menu. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

The topology (entity map) of your monitored infrastructure can be organized by various entity properties and
associations including ________. 

A. Tier, Entity Type and Entity Status 

B. Entity Type, Number of Errors and Entity Status 

C. Tier, Number of Agents, Alert Status 

D. Alert Status, Entity Type and Entity Status 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Your customer wants to utilize Oracle IT Analytics to harvest existing entity, configuration, and metric data from their
Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control installation. What is the minimum version of Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud
Control they must have? 

A. 12.1.0.3 

B. 12.1.0.5 

C. 12.1.0.2 

D. 13.1.0.0 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A customer wants to see an analysis of total heap requirements for all their WebLogic production servers. In Oracle IT
Analytics, what actions would you perform to demonstrate that? 

A. App Server Resource Analytics: Click the Heap tab, group WebLogic Servers by Life Cycle Status, and select the
Production group for trend and forecast analysis. 

B. Application Performance Analytics: Click the Heap tab, group all WLS domains running in Production, and select and
analyze heap usage. 

C. App Server Analytics: Using the target selector, select all WebLogic Servers in Production, and select the Heap
check box for a trend and forecast report. 

D. Application Performance Analytics: Click the Target tab, deselect all nonproduction WebLogic Servers, and perform
Resource Heap Analytics. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three statements are true about an Oracle Cloud Identity Domain? (Choose three.) 

A. An Oracle Cloud service must belong to an identity domain. 

B. Only one Oracle Cloud service can be associated with an identity domain. 

C. It controls authentication and authorization of the users who can sign in to an Oracle Cloud service and what features
they can access. 

D. Multiple services can be associated with a single identity domain to share user definitions and authentication. 

E. It is optional for an Oracle Cloud service to belong to an identity domain. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 12

Which change is made to the application server home during Application Performance Monitoring (APM) service
provisioning for WebLogic? 

A. A directory is created under the application server for the APM agent. 

B. Application server permissions are changed to allow read/write operations from the APM agent. 

C. A directory is created in the temporary file space for the APM agent. 
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D. Group ownership of the application server is changed to include the group of the APM agent. 

E. A directory is created under the data collector directory for the APM agent. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

To monitor a host using Oracle Infrastructure Monitoring you need to ____. 

A. Install a cloud agent on this host and explicitly enable host monitoring for this host. 

B. Install a cloud agent on this host and define the host entity with this agent. 

C. Install a cloud agent on this host, create required host monitoring credentials and define the host entity with this
agent. 

D. Only explicitly enable host monitoring for this host. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/management-cloud/moncs/add-
entitiesinfrastructuremonitoring.html#GUID-4331DD53-7C53-4D5C-8435-5B6247611B64 

 

QUESTION 14

A specific pattern of tasks that needs to be performed on a system, defined in Oracle Orchestration, is called_______. 

A. a Workflow Agent 

B. a Workflow 

C. a Workflow Step 

D. a Workflow Worker 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/management-cloud/orccs/using-oracle- orchestration.pdf 

(p.13) 

 

QUESTION 15

An Oracle IT Analytics customer has configured the service to source and analyze their Automatic Workload Repository
(AWR) data, but no data is found. What should they check? 

A. that they\\'ve licensed the Oracle AWR Pack and that STATISTICS_LEVEL is set to TYPICAL or ALL enabling the
database to populate statistics 

B. that they\\'ve licensed the Oracle Performance Pack and that STATISTICS_LEVEL is set to TYPICAL or ALL
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enabling the database to populate statistics 

C. that they\\'ve licensed the Oracle Tuning Pack and that STATISTICS_LEVEL is set to TYPICAL or ALL enabling the
database to populate statistics 

D. that they\\'ve licensed the Oracle Diagnostics Pack and that STATISTICS_LEVEL is set to TYPICAL or ALL enabling
the database to populate statistics 

Correct Answer: B 
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